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SUCCESS STORIES

Rebounding from the financial crisis, the insurance industry has transitioned 
from survival mode to establishing sustained profitability in a market with low 
interest rates, aging technology, and challenging customer requirements.

Market and technology changes have had an impact on the insurance industry. 
Insurance companies need to embrace the industry trends towards transparency, 
advanced technology, and overall customer experience while managing risk and 
seeking optimal returns in a low-interest environment. The transformation 
needed is dynamic in an industry with dated systems and process.

Additionally, customers are asking for more; available online information, clear 
pricing models, and personal attention, and they do not want to take a lot of 
their personal time to receive such service. All this while the industry faces the 
need to reduce operating cost and re-invest the savings in technology.

THE NEED



A New England based; leading insurance provider had a major goal of significantly reducing their overhead expenses. LoBue had re-designed their administrative, human 
resources, facilities management, technical support, purchasing, legal and finance operations, achieving an annual reduction of expenses in excess of $100 million.

For the same insurer, LoBue had redesigned the retirement products operations, enhanced several products and streamlined operational processes and customer service. 
The bottom-line results included $12 million in annual cost savings and an improvement to the revenue stream.

For a consortium of 30 large U.S. based insurers engaged in asbestos related litigation, LoBue had designed a non-profit subsidiary chartered for the paying of claims and 
the equitable distribution of liability to member companies. The project included the designing of operations and accounting processes, acquisition of staff, the 
development and installation of the supporting technology.

THE RESULTS
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THE SOLUTION
Starting with a review of the client’s vision and objectives, LoBue assists management in designing business models that contain cost, improve technology and provide improved 
customer service and delivery. The LoBue Group incorporates the following objectives in a typical transformation program for insurance companies:
• Designing and implementing required changes; aligning organization structure with strategic and operational objectives and positioning the firm for continued growth and success.
• Structuring the key customer-touch points - Improving the timeliness of claims processing, online account policy maintenance, and renewals while taking advantage of cross-sell 

opportunities.
• Designing claim and call centers that improve both the quality of customer service and the efficient use of equipment, software, human resources, incentive compensation and 

physical facilities.
• Transforming technology to improve transparency for the customer and support operational and business goals.
• Developing activity based key management indicators to create an early warning system for risk, operational issues, and customer service quality.

In the design and implementation of the project, LoBue consultants form a partnership with the firm’s management, facilitating a smooth transition of completed tasks from the project 
team; LoBue also provides requisite training and the transfer of project methodology and project knowledge. LoBue prides itself on implementing results that can be quantitatively 
measured, and contractually ties the consulting fees to major deliverables and milestones.
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In today’s highly competitive environment, with decreasing margins and uncertain growth prospects, financial institutions must 
distinguish themselves through superior products, processes and customer experience to attract and retain high quality customers. 
Despite the heavy focus on customer service initiatives, however, insurance companies continue to struggle to close the gap 
between customer expectations and the actual experience which is delivered.

At LoBue, we find many of today’s insurance companies lack a comprehensive and consistent strategy in managing their customer
experience. Among the key challenges:

§ No clearly defined strategic or target customer experience model

§ An inadequate understanding of the key customer touch-points

§ Lack of  a tactical plan to implement experience enhancements to key customer touch-points, or lack of buy-in from 

management

§ Unclear definitions and ownership responsibility for measuring and managing ongoing customer experience 

§ Mistaking service expansion through technology with service enhancement

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE OPTIMIZATION (CxO)



§ Only with the right approach for managing service can excellent customer service be consistently delivered.  

§ A business must recognize every opportunity to provide service and build customer-driven processes to support the strategy.

§ LoBue's Customer Experience Optimization program (CxO) is a unique approach honed from the learning and the experience 

gained during more than 400+ successful projects in the financial services sector.

§ The methodology assists with the identification, measurement and management of service levels throughout the key customer 

touch points in the organization. 

§ The program is designed to enhance the management process of the insurance companies and places focus on making change 

for the benefit of the customer, in order to drive satisfaction, retention, and ultimately revenue.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE OPTIMIZATION (CxO)

SUCCESS STORIES



OPERATIONS: 
• Required MIS output was defined and managers were trained to 

fine tune capacity models.
• Call center operations implemented that reduced the cost per 

call by almost 60 cents. Further recommendations being 
considered will reduce the cost by an additional 40 cents.

• The perceived high level of Not In Good Order (NIGO) case, 
participant and money-in submissions from clients was 
addressed through the formation of teams and IT resources to 
track and reduce NIGO. The Individual Annuity unit’s NIGO was 
also addressed with a recommendation for a training CD and 
long-term automation recommendation.

• Process and procedural changes in Administrative and Payout 
Services.

• New Operations/IT structure and systems to increase 
operations efficiency.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT):
• Client IT organization was more expensive and more richly 

staffed than peers. Meaningful reductions in all major service 
areas and all organizational levels.

• Routine maintenance of old systems transferred offshore.
• Revised desktop/laptop policy that created purchasing power 

improvements.
• Opportunities to streamline or discontinue activities in time 

tracking, billing, the Project
• Management Office and consultant sales tax computations.
• A major consolidation of redundant IT functions with the 

corporate IT department.

Client: Major Insurance Company
Division: Retirement Services

Major Functions: Operations & Processing, Customer Service, 
Human Resources, Sales & Marketing

THE OPPORTUNITY

Benefits came in many forms: dollar savings, FTE savings, more 
efficient organizations and improved modes of operations. Savings 
and improved management capabilities accompanied  
implementation of the recommendations. There were over 100 
actionable recommendations delivered and implemented.

Total project benefits were over $20 million annually.

Upon LoBue's arrival the operating environment included:
§ Antiquated systems that impeded an efficient delivery 

mechanism.
§ A slower rather than urgent response to adapting to new 

market paradigms.
§ The primary distribution channel, an agency sales 

force, was expensive to maintain and did not meet the 
day-to-day case penetration, enrollment, client 
retention, or client information warehousing needs of 
the current environment.

§ Customer service processes were inefficient and 
under-defined.

§ Regulatory and competitive changes in their industry 
forced case and product conversions, without the 
nimbleness of an organization that has a sense of 
urgency to adapt to market conditions.

§ Notable absence of MIS throughout operations and sales.
§ New executive management team.

The client was pursuing an aggressive sales strategy to double its 
assets under management. They recognized that market share was 
not the only component of competitive position and undertook this
project to improve their competitive position in these specific ways:
• Reduce expense-to-asset ratio to a competitive level, which 

they defined as a 20BP gap.
• Establish productive, efficient, integrated work processes.
• Ensure that the processes and activities have a brand and 

customer driven focus.

CURRENT STATE

BENEFITS
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SALES: 
• Major opportunities were identified throughout Sales, both in 

FTE savings and in other process
• expenses. Costs such as licenses, leases, travel, postage, 

printing, etc. were addressed.
• Instituted contact management systems for its various sales 

channels.
• Instituted sales metrics/productivity measurements.
• Consolidated MIS reporting units into one integrated financial 

reporting group.
• Within each distribution channel, opportunities were found to 

better define roles and handoffs for all sales associates. Process 
clarity was the cornerstone of many of these recommendations.

• The Producer Services area is undergoing a redesign to 
accommodate some of the additional field activities.

• Redundant sales desks within separate divisions were 
consolidated into one centralized unit.



INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
• Help Desk representatives idle time was reduced by enabling 

single sign on access, by revising password reset parameters 
and reducing the frequency of software upgrades. Supervisory 
spans of control were increased to levels consistent with global 
best practice and staffing models developed to determine 
recommended staffing levels. 

• The Quality Assurance function was redesigned to better 
address high risk and critical initiatives during the development 
life cycle, driving improvements both within IT and out to the 
business units.

• Mainframe installation and customization units were 
consolidated to eliminate duplicative efforts, optimize job 
scheduling and reduce functional overlaps.

• Centralized project management and a redesigned 
management process were recommended, creating substantial 
reductions in manpower.

Client: Major Insurance Company
Division: Corporate Center – All Corporate Functions

Major Functions: Healthcare, Financial/Retirement Services, & International Insurance

THE OPPORTUNITY

The client benefits from this engagement were a streamlined 
centralized infrastructure and annual expense savings in excess of 
$100 million. The entire organization benefited from the reduced
corporate overhead.

The client has three principal lines of business -- Health Care, 
Financial and Retirement Services and International Insurance --
and each was almost completely decentralized and autonomous. 
Certain infrastructure functions were centralized into what is called 
the Corporate Center. These units collectively had annual spending 
of approximately $850 million. Management wanted to cut 
upwards of $30 million from this annual cost base, but previous 
attempts had failed. The client's newly appointed Vice Chairman 
initiated a Corporate Center Review Program and LoBue was 
chosen to lead the effort.

CURRENT STATE

BENEFITS
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HUMAN RESOURCES AND CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
• Vendor Management of Advertising Media, Executive Search, 

Outplacement and Temporary Firms was initiated to reduce the 
total number to a more manageable level and leverage the 
client’s buying power. 

• Staff Optimization in a centralized HR service center identified 
significant FTE savings.

• Benefit costs were reduced by a revision in the 401K Vesting 
Schedule to market terms, yielding significant savings while not 
impacting current plan participants. The large volume of 
Communications pieces distributed throughout the organization 
were consolidated, eliminated or electronically communicated 
for "essential" messaging.

BUSINESS SHARED SERVICES
• Hospitality and Travel were streamlined through a reduction in 

manual and administrative tasks. 
Both adopted operations to improve their bottom lines while 
enhancing service.

• Purchasing process changes reduced FTEs, expedited deliveries 
and leveraged technology and vendors.

LEGAL
• The Corporate Secretary function was merged into the office of 

the General Counsel. Previously the Corporate Secretary also 
supported individual shareholders; a responsibility shifted to 
Investor Relations.

• Legal and Controllers both housed Tax units that provided 
internal counsel and strategy. These units were combined to 
unify strategy, eliminate duplicative research, and maximize 
synergies. In addition to FTE savings, the combined unit offers a 
consistent tax strategy and fewer contact points for users.

FINANCE, ADMINISTRATION AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
• Controllers renegotiated a 10% reduction in the fees charged by 

the external auditors. Functions within Controllers were 
redesigned, centralizing some services and strengthening 
Treasury processing.

• Internal Audit was redesigned, hotelling was implemented, and 
professional auditor staffing models provided FTE and expense 
savings.

• Internal Investment Management downsizing was 
accommodated through the use of strategic outsourcing, 
combining back-office functions and redesigning portfolio 
management in expectation of declining volumes.



Client: Major Insurance Company
Division: Corporate Center – All Corporate Functions

Major Functions: Enterprise BPR

THE OPPORTUNITY

LoBue, in close collaboration with our client, designed and 
deployed a comprehensive transformation program that took 32 
weeks from inception to full deployment. Inter-alia, key benefit 
areas included:

• Efficiency - within the reengineered organization, headcount 
was reduced by 22% resulting in significant immediate cost 
savings. Managers and strategy function relieved of 
administrative activity.

• Claims Management – turnaround time (TAT) on legitimate 
claims improved by 40%.

• Investigations – fraudulent claim identification rose 12%.
• Subrogation/salvage – outsourced entirely resulting in 

immediate relief on bottom line.
• Litigation management – largely outsourced again with 

significant cost savings & improvements in case management 
efficiency.

• Customer Experience – reengineering of all aspects of 
print/mail/imaging & Call Centre proposition resulting in 
professional best-in-market customer experience.

• Billing & Premium Accounting – design and deployment of one 
unit, fully integrated with all customer and sales channels and 
responsible for all aspects of one-time, monthly and quarterly 
payments; payments related to new business, endorsements 
and cancellations; commissions; credit card payments; 
overpayments; insufficient funds notices; and stop payments.

• Underwriting – heavily manual process almost entirely 
automated.

A large state-backed insurance company (ICo) was faced with 
competing in the market without state support, necessitating a 
fundamental reengineering of its business. It’s dominant market 
positioning over recent years had resulted in a complacent 
evolution of its business operations, resulting in an organization no 
longer ‘fit for purpose’ in the current market.

ICo was highly conscious that in all of its key function areas, it was 
inefficient and uncompetitive.  The increasingly rapid 
hemorrhaging of customers threatened to accelerate further when 
the state underwriting was formally removed, and operating costs 
were rising. Management were struggling to prioritize activity 
across multiple functional silos.

CURRENT STATE BENEFITS
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LoBue conducted a full and detailed data gathering exercise at the 
outset. In parallel, LoBue helped clarify with management 
corporate strategy & tactical objectives in line with the new 
impending corporate environment & competitive realities. 

LoBue, using the finding from the above, commenced a Customer 
Experience Optimization (CxO) program utilizing internal & market 
information to inform development of a new target model. LoBue 
developed first Concept Design, & then Detailed Design based 
upon a coherent & radical reengineering of core business 
operations:

• Policy Administration
• Premium accounting
• Underwriting and rating
• Claims management and loss adjusting
• Compliance monitoring and reporting
• Document management and workflow
• Financial asset management
• Human resources and payroll
• Special Investigations


